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HOW DO YOU ENSURE 
YOU ARE BUILDING 
PRODUCT THAT DOES 
NOT SACRIFICE
SECURITY FOR 
CONVENIENCE?
PHILIPP > Security does come at a cost. 
However, this cost does not need to be 
convenience. At Loxone, we make use 
of proven security methods, including 
encryption to ensure that our products 
are intrinsically secure. Secondly, we 
raise awareness about security with our 
installation partners and customers by 
strongly encouraging them to choose 
secure passwords to help them protect 
themselves and their homes.

JASON > LILIN always prompts users 
to change default passwords when 
connecting to a device via the browser. 
We also close all unnecessary ports and 
do not allow access via services, such as 
Telnet. Neither are there any “backdoor” 
passwords.

WHAT ARE YOUR 
PREDICTIONS FOR 
CYBERSECURITY 
IN THE FUTURE? 
AS TECHNOLOGIES 
CONTINUE TO 
DEVELOP, WILL THIS 
BECOME LESS OF A 
RISK?
MIKE > Security is a constant game of 
cat and mouse. Because of this, new 
technological developments create 
more exposure, which carries additional 
risks. Importantly, as we continue to 
introduce hundreds of new connected 
devices, we need to ensure firmware 
is kept up to date to reduce risk of 
exploitation.

PHILIPP > Security will become an 
ever more prevalent topic as the 

use of technology increases in our 
homes. Unfortunately, I don’t believe 
that we will automatically be safer as 
technologies continue to develop. In 
fact, I believe the opposite will occur. 
Cases, such as Mirai, have shown that 
many products are not secured by 
default, and at times, can’t be secured 
at all as a result of cost cutting in the 
product design stage. Only increased 
awareness of the risks and the demand 
for secure products will lead to the 
wide adoption of stringent security 
standards. 

JASON > Recent use of IP cameras 
and recorders to host the Mirai botnet 
has brought the security risks to the 
mainstream media. LILIN was not 
on the list of devices searched and 
compromised by Mirai, but the concern 
is now recognised by the trade and 
end users, so better protection is 
being considered at system design 
stage (firewalls) and at installation 
(complex passwords). The risk of a 
compromised video device should never 
be underestimated, especially when that 

device might be in a private residence. 
As video cameras become ubiquitous, 
they will become more attractive to 
hackers.

WHAT ADVICE 
WOULD YOU GIVE TO 
HOME TECHNOLOGY 
PROFESSIONALS?
MIKE > Home technology professionals 
must take security seriously by 
following basic best practices for issues, 
such as password management, remote 
access and firmware updates. Realise 
that security is no longer limited to 
just the home - it now touches every 
aspect of your customer’s life - personal 
technology, automotive, healthcare.  
Therefore, it is critical to educate 
the end user on security. Progressive 
professionals should begin to think 

about adding security as a service. 
This includes offering subscriptions 
to Intrusion Protection Systems and 
services that keep their databases 
updated constantly, firmware updates 
on a regular basis, periodic security 
scans and assessments. Not only is 
it extremely valuable to clients, but 
it mitigates liabilities and creates a 
recurring revenue opportunity for your 
business.

PHILIPP > As a home technology 
professional, you have a duty to provide 
a system that keeps your customer’s 
data private and their home secure. 
We would recommend that you should 
find out what mechanisms have been 
employed by the manufacturer to 
ensure its safety and what steps you 
need to follow during the installation 
stage to ensure that these mechanisms 
are effective. 

JASON > Always change default 
usernames and passwords! Design in 
network protection for your systems, 
never assume someone else is handling 
network security, restrict access to 
devices and their ports and don’t use 
port forwarding unless necessary. Also, 
peer-to-peer solutions can provide 
better security so consider the use of a 
VPN for added protection.

WHAT ARE THE 
GREATEST RISKS YOUR 
CUSTOMERS FACE 
WITH REGARD TO 
CYBERSECURITY?
ANKUR > The potential threats our 
clients face include privacy violation 
through remote monitoring via sensors/
video surveillance, home intrusion 
through activity monitoring for extended 
absences or leaked security lock codes 
and virtual intrusion (bank accounts, 
medical records, email, etc.) via malware 
through connected device apps.

RAJIV > Cybersecurity is a buzzword 
that can affect the average man to an 
aircraft owner. Customers are worried 
about the fact that they are exposing 
their house to all kinds of cyberattacks - 
the worst-case scenario being a hacker 
taking control of their house. 

OWEN > We can’t ignore the recent 
news stories that mainstream IoT 
devices - mostly CCTV devices - have 
been used for DDNS botnet attacks, 
or accessing CCTV cameras without 
permission. However, it’s likely they 
were DIY-installed. A trained networking 
professional would never let that  
happen, regardless of brand.

A 
CYBERSECURITY 

WAKE UP
CALL ”

Recent cybersecurity attacks demonstrate that 

internet security must be a priority at the consumer, 

technology professional, and manufacturer level. 

For manufacturers, the challenge is to build 

products that do not sacrifice security for 

convenience. The ability to allow installation 

professionals to enter secure passwords, close 

unnecessary ports and, most critically, enable IP 

connected devices to be securely updated when 

their software has been compromised, is essential.

For home technology professionals, it is critical to 

work with IoT/network device suppliers that take 

security seriously, and vet them to ensure they 

are implementing strong security practices. These 

professionals should educate clients on the risks 

and rewards of network enabled devices.

CEDIA Communicates talks to a number of members to find out their opinions on this.
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Progressive 
professionals should begin 
to think about adding 
security as a service
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DAVE > Our customers would like to use 
simple, easy to remember passwords, 
which are often the same from account 
to account and device to device. They 
tend to have a very limited number 
of favourite passwords, which they 
use everywhere, leaving them open to 
the risk that should one service have 
a security leak then all their service 
security is compromised. We also find 
that devices in their networks installed 
by them or others often still have the 
default passwords set, making them 
vulnerable to attack.

WHAT STEPS DO YOU 
TAKE TO ENSURE 
THE EQUIPMENT 
YOU INSTALL IS 
PROTECTED?
ANKUR > Technology and humans 
interact through smart devices to create 
a database of behaviour dynamics – the 
starting point for cyber hackers and 
third parties. We focus on this entry 
point and aim at securing cable and 
wireless networks by installing firewalls, 
anti-virus software, software updates 
and patches to control access and 
address vulnerabilities.

RAJIV > All our sites are protected by 
firewalls to ensure that the network 
is adequately protected. Also, the 
automation system we work with runs 
on a real time operating system, making 
it even more difficult to hack. 

OWEN > As soon as you put devices 
on a network, clients will hold you 
liable for the whole thing, so the best 
approach is make sure you own the 
network.  Specify all the hardware, set 
it up, and make it secure. It’s then up 
to the client if they want to look after it 
moving forward, or pay us a recurring 
fee to do it. We have a mix of both, 
depending on how technically adept the 
clients are. Having successfully passed 
CEDIA’s ESC-N networking exam in 

2015, my success rate 
for network services and 
hardware has doubled, so 
this is certainly a course 
I would recommend 
other home technology 
professionals to consider. 
Giving customers the 
peace of mind they want 
is priceless.

DAVE > We ensure that 
all the equipment we 
install has up to date 
firmware and secure 
passwords are used 
on all accounts, with a 
particular focus on the 
devices at the edge of 
the client network, such 
as routers and wireless access points. 

ARE YOU FINDING 
THAT CONSUMERS 
ARE BECOMING 
WARY OF SMART 
HOME TECHNOLOGY 
NOW THAT THERE 
HAVE BEEN SOME 
CYBERSECURITY 
ISSUES? 
ANKUR > Not conclusively. We 
should ask ourselves: Is the threat of 
cyber-attacks real? Absolutely. Is it 
preventable? To an extent. But what 
truly is the difference between a cyber-
attack and a physical attack (break-in, 
theft, insider job, eavesdropping)? The 
timeline and method of discovering the 
attack. It’s a trade-off and the customer 
will decide which holds higher risk.

RAJIV > I wouldn’t say consumers are 
wary. They have their concerns, but 
are receptive towards the technology. 
If the fear of the unknown is explained 
well and if you discuss how the system 
they are living with has been protected 

at each stage, this will 
usually go a long way in 
restoring their faith in 
the technology they are 
embracing.

OWEN > I believe 
consumers are certainly 
more wary. One Google 
search and the recent 
news articles with 
horror stories come 
up. The problem is, 
on one side there’s 
this ‘start up’ culture 
of very affordable 
IoT devices from tiny 
companies - their exit 
strategy is hoping to 

get bought by a Google or Amazon - 
there’s no long-term plan and security 
takes a back seat. In the CEDIA world, 
we specialise in the premium, well-
established, niche companies that are 
here for the long term. These products 
are inherently more secure to start with 
and far easier to lock down tight. I talk 
to my customers about ‘the Internet of 
Better Things,’ and that seems to get 
the message across.

DAVE > In general, we have not found 
customers to be more wary of smart 
home technology yet. Until we explain 
the risks, they are often quite relaxed 
about cybersecurity. They are, however, 
becoming more receptive to sticking 
with our password policies, as they 
have usually heard of the issues that 
can occur, but they rarely relate these 
stories to their own circumstances. We 
try to educate our customers in good 
security practices and highlight any 
risks in their existing setup.

Having successfully 
passed CEDIA’s ESC-N 
networking exam in 2015, my 
success rate for network services 
and hardware has doubled

”
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